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Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic field are 
symmetrized by introducing magnetic charges into the 
formalism of electrodynamics. The symmetrized equations are 
solved for the fields and potentials of point particles. 
Those potentials, some of which are found to be singular 
along a line, are used to formulate the Lagrangian for a 
~ 
system of two dyons (particles whith both electric and 
I 
magnetic charge). The equations of motion ~re derived from 
the Lagrangian. It is shown that the dimensionality 
* constants k and k , which were introduced to define the 
units of the electromagnetic fields, have to be equal 
in order to avoid center of mass acceleration in the two 
dyon system. 
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CONVENTIONS AND SYMBOLS 
(A) SYSTEM OF COORDINATES 
Unless specifically stated otherwise, cartesian 
~ ~ ~ 
coordinates are used throughout this paper. i, j, k stand 
for the unit vectors in x, y, z direction respectively. 
Vectors are printed in boldface. No Greek symbols are used 
to represent vectors. 
(B) DIFFERENTIATIONS 
In some areas we are making use of the following 
convention regarding the derivative with respect to a 
vector: 
as (as . as . as k) -:::r = --1 + --J + -av avx avy avz 
where S is a scalar quantity. v = Vxi + vyj + vzk . 
av av. 
- - ( 1) a- - - . k v avk 1, 
~ 
where V = Vxi + Vyj + Vzk· i,k = x,y,z. 
(C) INTEGRATIONS 
Unless specifically stated otherwise, integrations are 
carried out over all space. If the quantity under the 
2 
integral sign is a vector (or 4-vector) then each component 
of the vector (or 4-vector) is being integrated. 
(D) SUMMATIONS 
Einstein's summation convention is implied if two 
identical Greek indices appear in one term. Greek indices 
run from 0 to 3. Example: 
u 0 1 2 3 
a bu = a bo + a bi + a b2 + a b3 
(E) SYMBOLS 
c = speed of light in vacuum 
u p = 4-momentum vector 
uu = 4-velocity vector 
'T = proper time 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1931 Dirac lll symmetrized Maxwell's equations by 
introducing magnetic charges into the formalism of 
electrodynamics. Although no magnetic charge has ever been 
found the experimental search for them is still continuing 
today l 2 l . 
In this paper we want to arrive at a non-relativistic 
Lagrangian for a system of two particles, each carrying 
electric as well as magnetic charge, so called dyons. In 
doing this we want to treat the electric and magnetic 
charges on an equal footing. 
Any interaction between a charged particle and an 
electric or magnetic field enters the Lagrangian as a term 
proportional to a scalar or vector potential. The 
potentials for the fields of the electric and magnetic 
charges will be found by solving the symmetrized Maxwell 
equations, which describe a universe containing both types 
of charges. In chapter III we will symmetrize Maxwell's 
equations, the equations will be solved in chapter IV. 
In the process of symmetrizing the Maxwell equations, 
we will notice that we are dealing with two separate 
electromagnetic fields rather than just one. Each 
4 
electromagnetic f leld ls defined by its respective set of 
Mnxwell equations. The sources of the first field are the 
electric charges and currents, the sources of the second 
field are the magnetic charges and currents. Since we are 
dealing with two fields we introduce two different 
* dimensionality constants k and k . The relation between k 
* and k will be investigated in chapter V. In chapter VI we 
will write down a Lagrangian and a Hamiltonian for a system 
of two dyons. 
CHAPTER II 
SOME FEATURES OF MAGNETIC MONOPOLES 
(A) THE PROBLEM OF FINDING A VECTOR POTENTIAL 
FOR A MAGNETIC MONOPOLE 
In discussing the mechanics and quantum mechanics of 
electric charges in the presence of magnetic monopoles we 
wish to change the existing Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
formalisms as little as possible. 
Any interaction between an electric charge and a field 
enters a Lagrangian or a Hamiltonian as a term proportional 
to a potential. If the charge interacts with an electric 
field we are able to use a scalar potential • where 
E = - grad ~. If the charge interacts with a magnetic field 
..... -> ~ ~ 
B we have to use a vector potential A where B = curl A. For 
the case of a a-field created by an electric current a 
regular vector potential can be found because for such 
~ 
fields div B = 0 holds. This statement says that the net 
magnetic flux coming into and out of a closed Gaussian 
surface anywhere in space is zero. Now suppose there is a 
magnetic monopole, which may be the source or sink of a 
radial magnetic field, inside a Gaussian surface then there 
is a non-zero net flux through that surface. The existence 
~ 
of a magnetic monopole therefore contradicts div B = 0. The 
6 
J 
statement has to be replaced by say div B = k. The fact 
that div B = 0 held, however, had enabled us to find the 
• .> ~ 
vector potential A for the a-field. In other words the 
following two statements are equivalent: 
...:.. 
(i) div B = 0 
_) 
(ii) There is at least one vector potential A such 
> .... 
that B = curl A 
Since the first statement of the equivalence no longer 
holds the second one does not hold either. This means there 
~ ~ ~ 
can't be an A such that B = curl A. However, there are ways 
to circumvent that difficulty. 
Space around a magnetic monopole does not have 
singularities. The vector potential neccessary to describe 
the a-field of a magnetic monopole, however, does. 
This situation is similar to that encountered in the 
choice of a coordinate system for the surface of a sphere. 
A sphere clearly possesses no intrinsic singularities, yet 
it is not possible to find a system of coordinates, which 
describes the geometry of a sphere without singularities. 
Therefore one divides the sphere into two or more 
overlapping regions, which can each be described by 
singularity-free coordinates. 
This fact inspired Wu and Yang (3,41 to their approach 
of the vector potential for a magnetic monopole. Space 
7 
outside the magnetic monopole will be divided into two 
overlapping regions Ra and Rb. The overlap is called Rab· 
Using spherical coordinates the regions are defined as 
follow: 
Ra: 0 ~ 0 < "-.tn + 8 , 0 < r , 0 ~ t/, < 2n 
Rb: ~n - 8 < 0 ~ n , 0 < r , 0 ~ lj < 2n 
Rab: "-.tn - 8 < 0 < ~n + 8 , O < r , 0 ~ e < 2n 
where 0 < 8 ~ ~n. 
An example for vector potentials in those regions Ra 
and Rb are: 
<Ar)a = (Ae)a = O , ( g A!j)a = --·-~<1 - cos0) 
<Ar)b = (Ae)b = o ' - g (Af )a = rsine<l + cos0) 
Each of those two vector potentials is singularity-
free in the region in which it is defined. In regions Ra 
... ...;) 
and Rb we can write B =curl A (consider Figure 1). 
'Ra. 
C} 















~ " ~ R, Kv.: 
v~ 
(~) 
Figure 1. Area of definition of the vector 
potential. (a) Ra above cone. Cb) Rb below cone. 
(c) shows area of the overlap. 
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(C) 
As we will see in section (C) of this chapter the 
vector potentials in the overlap Rab are related by a gauge 
transformation: 
~ ..... ..::. 
(A)a - (A)b = v in Rab 
9 
~ 
where v can be expressed as the gradient of a gauge 
function X: 
~ 
v = grad X 
Another method of avoiding the singularities, which 
are sometimes called strings, was proposed by Edward. H. 
Kerner (5]. He constructed a Lagrangian into which the 
electric and magnetic fields enter directly rather than in 
form of potentials. Of course this eliminates all 
difficulties with the string since the string shows up only 
in the potential, not in the field of a magnetic monopole. 
In this approach, however, the positions and 
velocities of the particles can not be used as canonical 
coordinates. 
(B) SYMMETRY OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS 
In the previous section we discussed the problems 
which the introduction of a magnetic charge into the 
Lagrangian formalism would cause. In this section and the 
following two sections we want to take a look at three 
theoretical arguments in favor of the existence of magnetic 
monopoles. 
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At first glance the existence of magnetic charges 
symmetrizes the Maxwell field equations and since 
physicists always look for symmetries in equations this 
seems to be an argument in favor of the existence of 
magnetic monopoles. The symmetrized equations are: 
..:. .....\ * divE = kc.i>e divB = k CPm 
_,. ..::> ... _ !_ aE = kJ -' 1 as * ..)>. curlB curlE + - - = -k Jm c at e c at 
* where k and k are the dimensionality constants 
mentioned in section (a). In chapter (II) we will show how 
one can get these symmetrized equations. 
These equations, however, are invariant under the 
following transformation: 
~ ..> ~ • ..:> ~ ~ 
e = Ecost + Bsint . 
' b = -Esint + Bcost 
ae = Pecost +Pmsint ; am = Pesint +Pmcost 
~ ~ ~ ...) _.,. ~ 
je = Jecost + Jmsint ; jm = Jesint + Jmcost 
and if the ratio of magnetic to electric charge is a 
constant for all matter then we can always find an angle t 
~ 
such that am and jm are equal to zero. In other words we 
~ ~ 
can find an angle t such that the equations in e, b have 
11 
the following form: 
div~ 
..:. 
= kcae divb = 0 
-> 1 Be ~ ~ ..:. 1 Bb 
curlb - - --- = kje curle + - --- = 0 c at c at 
These are the equations to which we are used to from 
regular electrodynamics without magnetic charges and they 
describe the same universe as the symmetric Maxwell 
equations above. 
This means that we could have symmetric Maxwell 
equations if we wanted to. The assymetry displayed in the 
above equations is a consequence of our choice of the angle 
t, which essentially determines the ratio of magnetic to 
electric charges. In regular electrodynamics we choose t 
such that this ratio is equal to zero meaning that no 
particle is carrying magnetic charges. 
So what we mean when we are talking about a magnetic 
monopole is a particle whose ratio of magnetic to electric 
charge is different from that of other particles. 
(C) CHARGE QUANTIZATION 
In this section we will show how the existence of a 
magnetic monopole forces the quantization of electric (and 
magnetic charges). In order to do this we will calculate a 
vector potential for a magnetic monopole. The difficulties 
for that, vhlch were aentloned in section (A) of thls 
chapter will be circuavented in the following way: 
If ve can flnd real objects vhlch exhibit a aagnetlc 
f 1eld identical or alaost identical to the one of a 
12 
magnetic aonopole then we can calculate their corresponding 
vector potentials and use those to approxiaate the vector 
potential of a aagnetlc aonopole. 
Bxaaples for such wreal" objects are a seal infinite 













Figure 2. Representation of a aagnetic aonopole 
as a seal infinite chain of dipoles (b) or a semi 
infinite solenoid (a), 
We will now calculate the vector potential for a 
string of dipoles. The vector potential for a single dipole 
ls glven by: 
.:> ~ .... 
A(r-r·) = ax ( i-r.) _,. ... 3 
lr-r' I 
To calculate the vector potential of the string we 
sum up over differential potentials produced by 
differential dipole moments: 
...\ ~. .... ,,. ~ J . r-r A(r-r') = g dl x ~ ~. 3 s lr-r I 
The integration is carried out along s. 
If we calculate the vector potential for the solenoid 
we start with the expression: 
~ 
dB I <r-r· > = ~1·xii-r·13 
Integration over S and substitution of g = (I/c) 
yields the same expression as above. 
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If we choose the string to be along the negative z-
axis (the question of the arbitrariness of the string's 
position will be discussed later) then a solution for this 
integral in spherical coordinates is: 
Ar = O ; Ae = o ; A• = g(l-cos&) 
rs in& 
This vector potential yields a B-f ield proportional to 
(r/lr1 3 ) except along the string s, where the vector 
potential is singular. This corresponds to a very intense 
field B' inside the solenoid or the chain of dipoles, which 
brings a magnetic flux of 4ng into any closed surface 
14 
around the end of the string. The incoming flux cancels the 
~ 
total outgoing flux (div B • 0 holds, as it has to since we 
are talking about a real object). 
For the purposes of classical aechanics this 
approxiaation of the vector potential for a aagnetlc 
aonopole is good enough. Since the location of the string 
is arbitrary ve can alvays argue that none of the 
interacting particles actually feels the very intense field 
a·, vhlch a real aagnetlc aonopole does not have. In 
quantum aechanichs, however, particles are described by 
vave functions, vhich can extend over all space, thus the 
string would overlap with parts of the wave function and 
therefore be felt by the particle. Dirac thus required that 
the wave function of the electron vanish along the string. 
Let us nov look at the problea of the arbitrariness of 
the position of the string and the consequences resulting 
froa it. Consider the following picture: 
Figure 3. Position of the string. 
Mote the circular current in D. 
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The vector potential for the string S' can be 
expressed as the sum of the vector potentials for the 
string s and a magnetic dipole D, whose vector potential is 
given by: 
..lo ~ ~ 
Ao<r-r') 
...l ..I. ..). = mx ( r-r') 
' ..). 3 
lr-r • 1 
which can be written as: 
..... ~ ~ 
Ao<r-r') = g.gradO 
where O is the solid angle for the loop subtended at 
...;> 
the point P. Therefore As• can be written as: 
-l> ,J. ~ .,.:. ~ ..I 
A5 •(r-r') = A5 (r-r') + g.gradO 
From this we can see that the choice of a different 
~ 
string position is merely a gauge transformation. curlAs· = 
~ ~ 
curlA5 = B. The position of the string has no influence on 
the magnetic field produced by the curl of the vector 
potential. 
In quantum mechanics a gauge transformation leaves the 
Schroedinger equation invariant provided that the wave 
function is transformed in the following manner: 
ieX w -> 9' = •exp[ ~cJ 
16 
where e is the charge of the particle, X the gauge 
function (in our case X=gO), h is Planck's constant divided 
by 2n. 
A change in the position of the string must be 
accompanied by a change in the (arbitrary) phase factor of 
the wave function: 
qi -> Ip' ·":;_.-] 
As the electron crosses the surface of D O suddenly 
changes by 4n. Therefore we have to require that the phase 
factor satisfies: 
!t9.4n = 2nn he n is an integer 
or the wave function would be multiple valued. Thus 
the requirement of gauge invariance of the Schroedinger 
equation leads us directly to Dirac's quantization 
condition. 
It is this beautiful theoretical argument by Dirac 
which would solve one of the great mysteries of physics 
(charge quantization) that kept the search for magnetic 
monopoles alive in spite of the lack of any experimental 
evidence for the existence of magnetic charges. 
17 
(0) GUT MONOPOLE 
According to J. H. Pasachoff magnetic monopoles 
are a common feature of all so called Grand Unified 
Theories (GUT), which are attempts to unify the four forces 
known in physics. 
CHAPTER III 
SYMMETRIZATION OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS 
In this chapter we will show how one can obtain a set 
of Maxwell equations for electrodynamics including electric 
as well as magnetic charge. This will be done applying a 
special case of the duality transformation to the field 
equations of regular electrodynamics. The resulting 
equations describe the same universe as the original ones 
did, only the names of the magnetic and electric fields and 
charges have been exchanged. We, however, will treat the 
resulting field equations as describing a second 
electromagnetic field in the same universe with magnetic 
charges and currents as its sources. We will superimpose 
both fields and obtain a set of Maxwell equations which 
describes electrodynamics with electric and magnetic 
charges. 
Since we will be dealing with two separate 
electromagnetic fields, each of which is defined by its set 
of Maxwell equations, we will introduce two proportionality 
* constants k and k , which define their respective fields. 
In the literature available on this subject lt is always 
* automatically assumed that k must equal k • In chapter IV 
we will show that under the assumption that the ratio of 
electric to magnetic charge is a constant for all matter, 
the field equations of regular electrodynamics without 
aagnetic charges can be recovered through a dualtity 
transformation. No assumption for the relation between k 
* and k will have to be made in order to achieve this. 
We will, however, show that in order to regain the 
equation of motion for a charged particle in an 
19 
electromagnetic field after the duality transformation one 
* has to require that k=k . This will be done in chapter IV. 
The Maxwell Equations for the electromagnetic field 





._. 1 aEe ~ 




diVBe = 0 
~ 
aee 
....l 1 -- = 0 curlEe + c at 
The subscript "e" is used to indicate that the 
(3.1,2} 
(3.3,4} 
sources of this electromagnetic field are electric charges 
and currents of electric charges. k is a proportionality 
constant which defines the units in which the 
electromagnetic field is measured. For example in Gaussian 
units k would be 4n/c. 
We will now perform a duality transformation (see 
previous chapter) on those equations with angle t=n. The 
resulting equations describe a universe with aagnetic 
charges and without electric charges. As was shown for the 
general case of a duality transformation this is aerely a 
renaming of quantities and does not change the physical 
properties of our system. Since the quantities in the 
20 
system after the transformation are due to magnetic charges 
they will carry a subscript "m": 
~ ~ 
Ee -> Bm i Pe -> Pm 
( 3. 5) 
* ~ ~ -l ~ k -> k . Be -> -Em ; Je -> Jm ' 
* The transition from k to k is not part of the 
dualtity rotation. It is done here because we will treat 
the resulting equations as describing a different 
electromagnetic field than the original equations. 
With those transformations the above equations take 
the form: 
.j ._.!. * divEm = 0 i divBm = k CPm (3.6,7) 
~ ....1 
-l l aEm 
curlBm - c ~ = O i ~ 1 ae. .~ curlEm + c at = - k Jm (3.8,9) 
This set of Maxwell equations describes an 
electromagnetic field which is created by aagnetic charges 
and currents of magnetic charges. Now we superimpose both 
fields by adding the following equations: (3.1)+(3.6); 
(3.2)+(3.7); (3.3)+(3.8); (3.4)+(3.9) and we get: 
21 
,,J. ~ ... ...l. * 
div(Ee+Ea> = kcPe ; div(Be+Bm> = k CPm (3.10,11) 
~ ~ 1 a ~ ~ ....:. 
curl<Be+Bm> - c at<Ee+Ea> = kJe (3.12) 
~ ~ 1 a ~ ~ •~ 
curl(Ee+Em> + c at<Be+Bm> = - k Jm (3.13) 
We define the total electric and magnetic fields: 
.;i. ..l ~ _.. ..:. ....:. 
E = Ee + Em . , B = Be + Ba (3.14) 
and we get the Maxwell equations for a universe with 





..l * = kCPe ; divB = k CPa 
~ 









This derivation shows that we have essentially two 
separate electromagnetic fields. The sources of one of them 
are the electric charges and currents, the sources of the 
second electromagnetic f leld are the magnetic charges and 
currents. Each of those fields obeys a separate set of four 
Maxwell equations - two homogeneous and two inhomogeneous 
equations. This special structure makes it possible to add 
(superimpose) both electromagnetic fields and derive a set 
of Maxwell equations for a system with both electric and 
magnetic charges as sources for the electromagnetic field. 
CHAPTER IV 
SOLUTIONS TO THE FIELD EQUATIONS 
In this chapter we will only seek solutions for the 
three sets of field equations, which describe the fields of 
point particles. We will start by solving the field 
equations which describe regular electrodynamics without 
aagnetic charges, hereinafter referred to as the "first set 
of equations". Of course this is done in alaost any 
textbook (Jackson 161; Landau 171) on electrodynamics. We 
will repeat the procedure here for two reasons. First to 
eaphasize that the set of equations, which describes 
electrodynaaics with aagnetic charges and without electric 
charges Cfroa now on the "second set of equations"), will 
be solved in the same way. Second because the solutions in 
the two separate cases will guide our approach for the 
solution of equations (3.16-19), which will be called the 
"coabined set of equations" from now on. 
(A) SOLUTIONS TO THE FIRST SET OF EQUATIONS 
.._) -' 
diVBe = kCPe . diVBe = 0 (3.1,2) I 
~ ..... 
~ 1 SEe ..l ..J 1 ase 
(3.3,4) curlBe - c at = kJe . curlEe - c it"" = 0 I 
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Equation (3.2) guarantees that there is an Ae such 
that Be= curlAe• We insert this into equation (3.3): 
~ 
{ 
~ 1 BAe } 
curl Ee + c ~ = 0 









BA ~ e 
Ee = - grad•e - c at 
We insert (4.3) into (3.1): 
1 a ~ 
dlvgrad•e + c at dlvAe = - kCPe 
...> ~ 





..) 1 a 1 BAe = kJ + - - ( -grad46 - - - J e c at c at 
or: 
__.), 
div grad Ae 
a2~ 
1 e 
- c 2 at 2 -
-' 1 '•e _ 
grad(diVAe + c at) -
We choose the gauge such that: 
~ 
kJe 
( 4 .1) 
( 4 • 3 ) 
( 4 • 4 ) 
( 4 . 5 ) 
.l -1 




We also solve this gauge relation for divAe and insert 
this into (4.4) and ve get a set of equations in terms of 
j 
the potentials •e and Ae, which is equivalent to the 
Haxvell equations (3.1-3.4): 
a2• 
1 e 
div grad •e -~ ~ = -kc~e 
c Bt 
( 4 . 7 ) 
2·.l 
~ 1 a Ae ~ 
div grad A - -- ----- = - kJ e 2 2 e 
c at 
( 4 • 8 ) 
As mentioned above ve are only seeking particle 
solutions for these equations. The partial derivatives vith 
respect to time are therefore set to zero, the charge 
density and current density take the form: 
-1 ~ _,. 
~e = el(r-ro> ; Je = evl(r-ro> 
vhere ro is the position of the particle. 
The solutions to the equations above with those 
specifications and their corresponding fields are: 
_ kc J e11r:~o> dlx· = 
•e - 4n lr-r I 
kc e 
4n 1r-r0 1 
~ 
Ee = - grad 46e 
J -_ kc e(r-ro> 





~ ~ -~ __,. 
....\ k J ey&<~-ro> J ' k-~ 
Ae = 4n lf-r'I d x = 4n Ir-col (4.10) 
...lo ~ 
Be = cu:rlAe 
...1 ~ -1 
_ ke vx<r-:ro> 
- ~ -~ 3 
4n lr-rol 
(8) SOLUTIONS TO THE SECOND SET OF EQUATIONS 
Now we will solve the second set of eguations, which 
describes a systea with aagnetlc charges only. This will be 
done in the same way as above. The field equations are: 
~ 
divBa * = k c,,. 
...). 
~ l aBm * :) 






di via = 0 (3.6,7) 
~ 
...) 1 BEil = 0 
curlBa - cat (3.8,9) 
~ 
Equation (3.7) guarantees that there ls an Aa such 
~ ~ 
that Em= curlAa· We insert this into equation (3.8): 
..l. 
{ 
~ l 8A } 
curl B - - --.!!. = 0 • c at 
This means that there is a '• such that: 
~ 
8A 
~ 1 _J! = - grad•• Ba - c at 
or: 
~ 
._) 1 a1. 
Ba = - grad•a + c at 




1 a ~ 
- div grad •a + c at divAa = 0 
~ ~ 
We nov insert Ea • curlAa and (4.12) into equation 
(3.9): 
->. 
..l *..) 1 a 1 BAa 
curl{curlAal = -k Ja + c Bt [ -9rad•a + c ~ l 
or: 
a2A 
~ 1 ___!. = 
-divgrad Am + c at2 
*..1 ~ 1 , •• 
-k Jm - grad(divAm - c at ) (4.14) 
We choose the gauge such that: 
...J, -1 
divAa - c <B•mlBt) • O (4.15) 
~ 
We also solve the gauge relation for divAa and insert 
this into (4.13). We get a set of equations in the 
.....) 
potentials •., Am which are equivalent to the second set of 
Maxwell equations (3.6-3.9). 
div grad •• 
,2. 
1 • * - k c,,. 
- c 2 at2 = 
2~ 
~ 1 a Aa .~ div grad A11 - ~ ~-2- = k Ja c at 
(4.16) 
(3.17) 
Again, ve are only seeking solutions which describe 
point particles. The tiae derivatives vanish, and the 
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charge and current densities take the form: 
~ ..l 
'°m = gl(r-ro> ; -1 .;;, ~ ~ Jm = gv8(r-ro> (4.18) 
Then solutions to the equations (4.16-4.17) and their 
respective fields are: 
* .... ~ k* k c J gl(r-ro> 3 • _ __£ ~ 
•m = '4'R"" 1r-i·1 d x - 4n lr-rol 
* .......... ..... _ _ k c g(r-ro) 
811 - - grad •11 - 4n ~ ~ 3 
lr-rol 
* * 
,,j k J gv&(r-ro> d3 • - _ !.__ 2v 
Am = 4n 1-r-£· 1 x - 4n lr-'tol 
-1 ~ 
Em = curlA11 = 
* _:. ~ ~ Ll. vx(r-ro> 
4n 1 ~ .... 13 r-ro 
(4.19) 
(C) SOLUTIONS TO THE COMBINED SET OF EQUATIONS 
Now we will solve the "combined" field equations, 
which describe electrodynaaics with electric and aaqnetic 
charges. The equations are: 
_. 
~ * div E = kc.oe ; dive = k C.Om (3.16,17) 
...) ~ 
....1 1 8E .l. ~ 1 ae *....) 
curlB - - ~ = kJ . curlE + - ~ = -k Jm (3.18,19) c at e , c at 
....:> ..::. ~ ...\ ~ ..!> 
Where B = Be + Ba ; E = Ee + Ell (3.14) 
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Guided by our two previous ways of solving the 
separate field equations we will now aake the following 
ansatz: 
~ 
~ 1 BAe ~ 
E = - grad•e - c at + curlAa (4.20) 
-~ 
~ l BAm ~ 
B = - grad•m + c ~ + curlAe (4.21) 
We insert (4.20) into (3.16) and get: 
1 a ~ ~ 
- div grad•e - C atdiVAe + div(curlAa) = kCPe 
__. 
It ls: dlv(curlAm> = O , and we use the gauge relation 
~ 
(4.6) to replace dlvAe: 
a2• 
1 e div nrad~ - ~ ~~ = - kcp ~ ~e 2 2 e 
c at 
( ... 22) 
We notice that we recovered equation (4.7) in this 
approach. 
We now insert (4.21) into (3.17): 
1 a ...>. -=- * - div 9rad•a + c BtdivAa + div(curlAe) = k CPa 
~ 
div(curlAe> = 0 , and ve use the 9au9e relation 
(4.15): 
2 
1 a •. 
div grad•a - c2 at2 
and ve recover equation (4.16). 
= - * k CPa (4.23) 
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1'A ~ } 
curl -grad•e - c ate+ curlAa 
-1 
1 a { 1 a A• ....... } * ~ 
+ c at -grad•a + c at + curlAe = - k Ja 
It ls: curl(grad•e> = 0 ~ ; the teras proportional to Ae 
cancel: 
2~ 
j 1 a 1 a A• 





~ <-l 1 a•a 1 a Aa * ~ 
- div gradAa + grad { divAa - - at } + ~ ~-2- = -k Ja c c at 
We use the gauge relation (4.15) and get: 
2~ 
1 a 1. *~ 
div 9radAa - ""2 ~ = -k Ja 
c at 
which ls equation (4.17) again. 
(4.24) 
And finally we insert (4.20) and (4.21) lnto (3.18): 
~ 
curl{-grad•a + ~ ::• + curlle} 
aw on 
....:0 
1 a { 1 11e ~ } ~ - - ~ -grad• - - ---- + curlA =kJ c at e c at • e 
~ 
curl(9rad•a> = O ; the terms proportional to le 
cancel. 
2-~ 
~ 1 a 1 8 Ae ~ 
curl{curlAel + c atgrad•e + ~ ~-2- = kJe c at 
2~ 
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. ..I. .-\ ~ l B46e l a Ae 
- div gradAe + grad { divAe + - ~ } + ~ ~-2- = c c at 
-kJe 
Using the gauge relation (4.6) we get: 
2~ 
-> 1 a Ae ~ 
div gradAe - ~ ~-2- = -kJe c at 
This section shows that the equations for the 
(4.25) 
potentials for the separate set of field equations are 
still valid in this combined approach. Therefore their 
solutions (4.10,19) aust also be valid in the combined 
approach. 
(A) ADDITIONAL SOLUTIONS TO THE COMBINED SET OF EQUATIONS 
The equations for the vector potential (4.24,25) with 
the specifications (4.9,18) have additional solutions which 
are proportional to: 
-li. -~ 
D( r) = 
.. .) ..1 ~ 
(rxn)r.n 
2 ...) ~ 2 rlr -(r.n) I 
(4.26) 
where r=lrl; n is an arbitrary unit vector, in this 
~ 
paper usually chosen to be k . 
..:::> * ~ ..:.. A = (k cg/4n)D(r) describes the magnetic field of a 
aagnetic aonopole and is a "aonopole"-solution to equation 
(4.24). Similarly equation (4.25) has a aonopole solution 
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~ ~ . 
of the form A • (kce/4n)D(r) which in this case describes 
the electric field of an electron. In the coabined approach 
both aonopole solutions satisfy their respective Maxwell 
equations (4.17,16) identically. 
CHAPTER V 
* THE RELATION BETWEEN k AND k 
(A) SYMMETRIZATION OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS USING 
THE LANGUAGE OF SPECIAL RELATIVITY 
We will now repeat the procedure of chapter III using 
the language of special relativity. Using the potentials 
•e, •m,Ae, Am for the fields can write down two four-vector 
potentials for the two electromagnetic fields: 
A~ = (Ao, A1 , A2, A3 ) = 





( 5. 1 ) 
The electromagnetic field strength tensors are given 
by: 
Gu8 = a«A8 - aSAa . 
I v"8 = a"z8 - a8 z" ( 5. 2) 
0 -Ex -Ey -Ez 0 -Bx -By -Bz 
a«S = I Ex 0 -Bz By va8 = Bx 0 -Ez Ey 
Ey Bz 0 -Bx By Ez 0 -Ex 
Ez -By Bx 0 e Bz -Ey Ex 0 Jm 
( 5. 3) 
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and their duals are: 
0 -Bx -By -Bz 0 -Ex -By -Ez 
Hui = I Bx 0 Ez -Ey w111 = Ex 0 Bz -By 
By -Ez 0 Ex Ey -Bz 0 Bx 
Bz Ey -Ex 0 Ez By -Bx 0 
( 5~') e 
., .,.,, 
where: H • ~E G.,i . , ., I< .,..,,v d W = ,.E "'( (5.5) 
and: 
I +l for rz.=O, 8=1, .,=2, 1=3 and any even permutation 
E = ~ -1 for any odd permutation 
O if any two indices are equal 
With those definitions the field equations for the 
separate fields and the equation of aotion for a charged 
particle in an electroaagnetic field can be written in the 
fora: 
lrz.Grz.I = kJS ; 
••••• = 0 
; where J8 = (cPe, Je> 
Pei Je froa (4.9) 
The equation of motion in this case is: 
(5.6) 
dp• = J 1 G•8J11 d3x • ~ G•/lus (5.7) 
dT C C 
and 
•8 
'·" = 0 ; a 
118 * , uV = k I ; where 18 = (cp•' -Ja> 
ra, Ja from (4.18) 
The equation of aotion in this case is: 




We can again superimpose the four field equations 
(5.6,8) by defining: 
F•8 • o•8 + wa.8 . I u•8 = v•8 + H•8 
It is of course: u•8 = ,E•B'Yc!Fyl 
The coabined set of Maxwell equations are: 
8gFa.B • kJ8 i a «8 • lfj •U = k I" 
The equation of aotion for a dyon in an 
electromagnetic field is: 
• !UL.. = J{!F•8J + !u«81 }d3x = !p«8u + ~·8u dT C 8 C 6 C 8 C I 
and the non-relativistic approxiaation is: 
Ila = eE + 2'xe + gB - ~XI 







In this section we will show that the field equations 
of regular electrodynaaics without aagnetic charges can be 
recovered froa the field equations for electrodynaaics with 
aagnetic charges through a duality transforaatlon if we 
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assuae that the ratio of magnetic charge to electric charqe 
is a constant for all matter. No additional assuaptions 
* regarding k and k will have to be aade. 
The field equations for electrodynamics including both 
types of charges in our notation are: 
•8 • 
BaF = kJ" . I a •8 * • aU = k I" (5.12) 
To perfora the duality transforaation we introduce the 
tensor: 
£•8 = F•8cost + u•8sint . , t real angle (5.15) 
and its dual: 
u8 • •8Tlf • •8 fTI 
U = ~E Tl = •E Tl 
= ,E.,TI [ FT1cost + uT1sint J 
= u•8cost - F•8sint 
where we used: u•I = ,E•8T1FTI ; and • •8 UTI •E Tl a -
F•8 
We also introduce the 4-vectors: 
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• • * • • • * • j = kJ cost + k I sint ; i = -kJ sint + k I cost (5.16) 
The field equations can be expressed in teras of f•I 
and u•8 : 
•8 ., •8 a.f = a.F cost + a.u sint 
= kJ8cost + k*1 8sint 
= j. (5.17) 
and: 
a.u•8 = a.u•8cost - 141F418sint 
* 8 , = k I cost - kJ sint 
= t• (5.18) 
We note that the field equations are invariant under a 
duality transforaation. 
If the ratio of magnetic to electric charge is the 
saae for all aatter then we can write: 
18 = aJ8 (5.19) 
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where a is a real nuaber. Then: 
a.fal = (kcost + ak*s1nt>J8 
(5.20) 
Bau•B = (k*acost - ksint)J8 
In order to recover the fora of the field equations 
for regular electrodynamics without aaqnetlc aonopoles ve 
have to require that the second equation in (5.20) is a 
homogeneous one. We have to find t such that: 
* k acost - keint = O 
* a = (k/k )tant (5.21) 
tant can be any real nuaber. Therefore this relation 
* does not give any constraints for the ratio of k and k • 
Let us nov insert (5.21) into equations (5.20): 
a.t•8 = (kcost + k*(k/k.)tantsintJJ8 






BgU = 0 
We find that the coabined set of equations is 
invariant under a duality transforaation. For any ratio of 
aagnetic to electric charge we can find an angle t such 
that the coabined set of equations take the fora of the 
first set of equations (of course there ls also an angle t 
which turns the coabined set into the second set of 
equations). We do not have to aake any requireaents for the 
* relation between k and k in order to do this. 
(C) RECOVERING THE EQUATION OF MOTION 
In the previous section we showed that the field 
equations of regular electrodynaalcs without aagnetic 
charges can be obtained fro• the field equations for 
electrodynaaics with both types of charges provided that 
the ratio of electric to magnetic charge is the saae for 
all aatter. It was also shown that no assumption for the 
* relation between k and k had to be aade in order to 
achieve this. 
In this section we will show that it -is necessary to 
* require that k•k in order recover the equations of aotion 
in the correct fora. 
The equation of aotion for dyons in an electromagnetic 
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field is: 
dp" = J{~ F"'J + ! u•8 18 } d 3x dT C 8 C (5.13) 
In order to regain the equation of aotion for 
electrodynamics without aagnetic charges we perform again a 
duality transforaation. We use the expressions for the 
tensors f"8 and u"8 from the previous section: 
fmS = F•8cost + u"8sint 
(5.22) 
u•B = - F"8sint + u"8cost 
We solve this system of two linear equations for F•S 
and u•1 : 
F•B = f•8cost - u•8sint 
(5.23) 
u•' = t•8sint + u•8cost 
We insert these expressions into the equation of 
aot ion ( 5 .13 ) : 
~~· = ~ J{<t•8cost - u•8sint>Js + {f•8sint + u•8cost>Is}d3x 
We use the relationship Ia = aJa (5.13): 
• :; = ~ J{t•8 ccost + aslnt) + u•8 (acost - sint>}Ja d 3x 
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* We replace a=(k/k )(sint/cost) 
• 2 
~ = ! J{£•8 (cost+k sin t) + u•8 (k aintcost-sint)\,, d 3x dT c i(T cost i(T cost /" 
= ~ J{~::t(cos 2t+:wsin2t> + u•'<:wsint-sint>}lad 3x (5.24) 
In order to regain the shape of the equation of aotion 
for electrodynamics vlthout aaqnetlc charges ve have to 
require that the tera proportional to u•8 vanish. Or: 
* (k/k )sint - sint = O 
* k = k 
If ve insert this relation into (5.24) ve get 
a f a8 3 
~ = !J ~,d x dT c cost 
= I~ t•'jsd3x 




point in order to regain regular electrodynaaics froa 
electrodynaaics including both types of charges. 
CHAPTER VI 
LAGRANGIAN AND HAMILTONIAN FOR A SYSTEM OF TWO DYONS 
CHANGE IN NOTATION: From now on we will omit the subscript 
"e" and replace the subscript "m" by superscript "*" 
we will now write down a Lagrangian for a system of 
two particles each carrying electric as well as magnetic 
charge (dyons) and show its validity by deriving the 
equations of motion for the two particles. Those equations 
will be shown to be the same as the Lorentz equations 
(4.14) for this system. 
In deriving the Lagrangian we will treat the electric 
and magnetic charges on equal footing. 
(A) INTERACTIONS AND POTENTIALS 
For the interaction of the electric charge of particle 
one (e1) with the electric charge of particle 2 (e2> the 
usual scalar potential e will be used. Therefore we will 
* use a scalar potential e for the interaction between the 
magnetic charges of particle 1 and 2 (g1;g2>· 
The terms due to the electric charges (e1;e2> in the 
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aagnetlc field of the aagnetlc charges (g2;g1> enter the 
~* Lagrangian as teras proportional to a vector potential A , 
which ls singular along a string. The difficulties with the 
string will be all but ignored for the purpose of classical 
aechanlcs, since ve can always choose the positions of the 
involved strings such that they do not interfere with the 
particles. 
Therefore, keeping the idea of syametry in •ind, we 
vill introduce the interactions of the aagnetic charges 
(g1;g2) with the electric fields of the electric charges 
<e2;e1> into the Lagrangian also as terms proportional to a 
~ 
vector potential A. 
List of the interactions involved: 
Particle l and Particle 2 and 




'~ \ -~ A1 A2 
* * •1 •2 
I I 
91 92 




....) * e1A2 
...) * 
e2A2 
* 91f 2 
* g2•1 




Starred quantities are due to aagnetic charge. We note 
that we will have eight interaction teras in the 
Lagrangian. Two of those teras are due to the fact that we 
syaaetrized the scalar potential teras. 
The explicit fora of the potentials is: 
e1 
• 1 <fF1-i21> = h 21t1-i21 ; 
e2 
•2< 1r1-r2n • h 21'i1-'i21 
* 91 




• 2*u-r1-r2n = h 2111-r-21 
( 6 .1) 
~ ~ ~ ..::. .;:. ~ 
Ai<r2-r1> = eihD(r2-r1) . I -.::> ~ .....> -> . .> ~ A2<r1-r2> • e2hD(r1-r2> 
,..:.,, * ~ ~ *-"' ~ ...... Al <r2-r1) = <J1h D<r2-r1> . , ~*~ _,. *..!>.~ ~ A2 <r1-r2> • <J2h D(r1-r2> 
-1 * * -1 ~ where: h=kc(4n) and h =k c(4fl) ; D ls a "generic" 
vector potential and ls of the for.a: 
-~ (..::. ~~~ D(r) • r x n)r.n 
2 .:.~2 rlr -(r.n) I 
(6.2) 
~ ...> 
D(r) is singular along the line l = tn where -• < t < 
..:i. ..> ~ ~ 3 
Also: curl O(r) • (r/lrl ). (6.3) (see appendix for • • 
proof). 
(B) THE LAGRANGIAN FOR A SYSTEM OF DYONS 
Now we can proceed and write down the Lagrangian 
including all interaction teras, where the gravitational 
lnteractlons between the aasses of the two particles will 
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be neglected. 
l 2 l 2 el * 91 
L = '291v1 + '292v2 + ~A2 <r1-r2>.v1 - -cA2<r1-r2>·v1 + 
c (6.4) 
e2 * 92 
-cA1 <r2-r1>.v2 - --cA1<r2-r1>.v2 
* * - e1'92 g1•2 - e2•1 - 92"-l 
Having written down the Lagrangian containing all 
eight interaction terms, with the electric fields of 
electrons in soae places represented also by a singular 
vector potential we will now introduce soae abbreviations 
which will save a lot of writing, but which "hide" the use 
of the singular vector potential for the electric field of 
the electrons. 
2 2 
T = ~lVl + ~a2v2 
• = e1f 2 + 91•2 + e2•1 + g2•1 (6.5) 
r • ri - r2 
We will also use the "generic" vector potential D fro• 
now on. The Lagrangian can then be written as: 
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1 * .. .;).~ 1 * ...... .;). . ..) L = T +cle1g2h +g1e2hJD<r>.v1 +cle2g1h +g2e1hlDCr>.v2 - + 
(6.6) 
We define tvo constants c1 and c2: 
* -1 c1 = (e1g2h -g1e2h)c . , * -1 c2 = (e2g1h -g2e1h>c (6.7) 
With those definitions L takes the fora: 
~ ... ..). ~ ..;:,. ..) 
L • T + c1D<r>.v1 + c2D<-r>.v2 - + ( 6 . 8 ) 
Fro• this Lagrangian we calculate the equations of 
aotion in the usual aanner: 
d BL BL 
dt a·v i - a r i = 0 i i • 1,2 
The canonical aoaenta are: 
IL ~ .._:. ~ _) av
1 
= Pl = •1v1 + c1D(r) 
c9L ~ -~ ~ . ..l.. att
2 
= P2 = •2v2 + c2D<-r> 
d~ ~ ~ 
~ = •i~l + c1dD(r) 
~ ~ 
-.i ~ dD(-r) ~ • •2a2 + c2 dt dt 







' ~ -~ 
BO ( r) ~ ·~( .:-r) ... a• 
= c1 Bt1 .v1 + c1 '3~1 .v2 - Br1 
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(6.12) 
8L BD(i) ao(:=~r) a+ ar2 = c1 ai2 .v1 + c1 a(2 .v2 - ii2" 
where: 
...:> _;;:. 
,. * i?i' = - le1e2h+9192h I 
ri-r2 
..:_, -.:> 3 
lr1-r2I 
~ --> * r1-r2 
~ = le1e2h+9192h J ...:-. ·~ 3 
lr2 lr1-r2I 
(6.13) 
Let us now collect all teras and write down the 





...;,, .~ ..:. ....> _,. . :>. 
dD(r) 8D(r) ID~r) 
c1 dt + c1 Bi .v1 + c2 ai .v2 
..> .. > ~ ....._"\. -"" \ 
dD(r) '§Jr> ID(t) 
c2-~ + c1 r .v1 + c2 a~ .v2 
,.;.. 
r - c3-
f~ I 3 
(6.14) 
~ + CJ ...;;..l3 
Ir 
~..>-\ ~..lo-!. 
where we used the fact that D(r1-r2> • D(r2-r1> (6.15) 
and introduced an addltlonal constant: 
* c3 • e1e2h + 9192h 






.,). ~ -Ji: • ..,l. 
dD<r> ao1r> ~ ~ ~ 




vD(r) ...). ~ r 




At thls point lt ls useful to calculate the center of 
aass acceleration. This will give us an iaportant piece of 
lnforaatlon for the constants c1 and c2 • 
. ~ ~ 
•ii1 + •2i2 = - <c1+c2>d-~D-<~r~> (6.18) 
Slnce there are no external forces acting upon the 
system the center of aass acceleration should be zero. 
Therefore 
c1 = - c2 (6.19) 
or: 
* * eig2h - 91e2h • - (e291h - g2e1h> 
* h <e1g2 + e2gl) • h(e1g2 + e2gl) 
* h = h 
* Thus: k • k (5.25) 
* Mote at thls point that the relation between k and k 
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follows fro• the requireaent that there be no acceleration 
of the center of aass in a two particle systea. 
Let us now qo back to the derivation of the equations 
* of aotion uslnq the fact that k • k or c1 • -c2: 
J. ...> ~.... ~ 
-> dD ( r ) a D ( r ) ..... .... r 
•1a1 = -c1 dt + c1 a- <v1-v2> + CJ-;-) 
r lrl 
(6.20) 
.... ..). ...:. ..;:. ..;;:,_ 
~ dD < r > ao ( r > ~ ..\ r 
•2a2 = c1 dt - c1 at <v1-v2> - CJ--::;:-] 
Ir I 
We now utilize the relationship: 
_,). ~ -" ~ ..:.. ~ ~ 
dD(r) + ao<r>.~ = v x curl D(r) 
dt ar (6.21) 
and we can write: 
. .:.. 
~ ~ -> ...:. .-> r 
•1a1 = c1<v1-v2>xcurlD(r) + c3~ 
Ir I (6.22) 
~ 
~ -=-~ -~.!!. r 
•2a2 • _c1<v1-v2)xcurlD(r) - c3~ 
Ir I 
~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ 
where·curlD(r) = r/(lrl ) and r • r1 - r2 
..:..~ . .::.._::. 
J ~ ~ r1-r2 r1-r2 
•1a1 = c1<v1-v2>x .,l ~ 3 + CJ -~ ~ 3 
lr1-r2I lr1-r2I 
(6.23) 
~ ~ _. ..::. 
~ ri-r2 r1-r2 ..> ~ 
•2a2 • c2<v1-v2>x -~ ~ 3 - c3 ~ ~ 3 
lr1-r2I lr1-r2I 
Ve note that these equations have Galilean invariance, 
since the velocity teras depend on the relative velocity 
only. 
The teras proportional to c3 are the Couloab 
interactions between the electric and aagnetic charges of 
particle 1 and particle 2. The teras in the equations of 
aotion which are proportional to the relative velocities 
will be interpreted in the following section. 
(C) INTERPRETATION OF THE VELOCITY DEPENDENT TERMS IN THE 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR A TWO DYON SYSTEM 
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In order to interpret those teras we will rewrite the 
equation of aotion for particle l: 
~ _,. -' ~~ ..> ~ 
..:. -4 ri-r2 ..,!,, r1-r2 ri-r2 
•1a1 = c1 v1x _, ~ 3 - c1 v2x ~ ~ 3 + c3 ..i ....> 3 
lr1-r2I lr1-r2I lr1-r2I 
(6.23) 
For siaplicity let us assuae that ve are looking at a 
system aade up of a pure aonopole (92> and a pure electric 
charge <e1>· 
This aeans that there is no Couloab interaction between the 
particles; the tera proportional to c3 vanishes. 
We will also reinsert the expressions for c1 and c2 . 
•1a1 • -i*~ 91<t1-:2> 1v1x----=-c ...> ...). 3 
lr1-r2I 
.> ~ 
h* ~ r1-r2 





The first tera ls easily recognized as the Lorentz 
force on a electric charge in the a aagnetic field: 
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F = j<llc)Jexed3x 
,.) ~ J 3 
where in this case B = g(r/lrl ) (6.25) 
The second tera aust be a Biot-Savart-force tera 
corresponding to an electric charge in an electric field 
created by a current of a aagnetic aonopoles. To 
deaonstrate we will calculate the electric field of a 
aoving aagnetic aonopole. It is: 
~ * j..:.* E = curl A 
j.).* ..;:. 
where A is the vector potential for a current j of 
~* aagnetic charges. It ls not to be confused with A , the 
singular vector potential for a aagnetic aonopole at rest. 
The calculation for this problea was done in Chapter 4 
Section (B), we are just quoting the results: 
* ..... ..=:..* ak ~ r I = - ....:..:.....(vx--) ( 4 .19) 
4n Ir' 3 
Therefore the force on particle 1 can be written as: 
~ ~ Jt ~ ~* 
F1 = •1a1 = eiE 2 + <e1/c)v1xB 2 
where 
~ _.. ~ 
-:::>t k* 92v2<r1-r2> 
R 2 = --- ~~~~-4n ...) .::. 3 and 
lr1 -r2 I 




~ ~ 3 
lr1-r2I 
We note at this point that the Lagrangian foraulated 
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ln thls chapter (wlth .strings for electric charges) yields 
the saae equations of aotion as the Lorentz approach which 
was used ln this section. The above Lagrangian for aagnetic 
and electric charges is therefore justified. 
(0) THE HAMILTONIAN FOR A SYSTEM OF TWO DYONS 
In classical aechanics the Haailtonian for a system of 
particles is related to the Lagrangian for the sa•e syste• 
through a Legendre transformation of the following kind: 





where Pi • Bf 1 
In our case i goes froa 1 to 2, the nuaber of 
particles and we have: 
~ ~ .._\ ~ 
H = v1•Pl + v2·P2 - L (6.20) 
.j ~ ..)~ ..> -~ ...;:,~ ....::..2 ~2 = v1.f•1v1+c1D(r)) + v2.f•2v2+c2D(r)J - .Sa1v1 - .Sa2v2 
-> . .::> ~ ~~~ 
-c1D<r>.v1 - c2D<r>.v2 + + 
In this expression we have to replace the velocities 
by their corresponding teras which contain the canonical 
aoaenta. Fro• (5.10) this is: 
J 1 ...l - ...\. ~ 




~ 1 ..l ~ ~ 
v2 • ~(p2-c2D(-r)J 
•2 
inserting this into the above expression yields: 
1 .> 2 ~ ~ ·~ 1 ~ 2 . ...) ~ -.) 1 J 2 ~ ~ .) 





+ c120<~>21 1 ..:> 2 ....> ...> ~ 2~ -'>. 2 2a
2
lP2 - 2p2c2D(-r) + c2 D(-r) J 
1 ~ ~ ~ 2 ..::. .,:,. 2 l ...::.. .. ~ 2..... ~ 2 
-Cp1D(r) - c1 D(r) J - -lp2D(-r) - c2 D(-r) J + t 
•1 •2 
1 ~ ~ ,,) 1 .J ~ ...:. 1 ~ _. ....; 2 
= -. lp1-c1D(r>J.p1 + .-lp2-c20(-r)J - -2 lp1-c1D(r)J 1 2 •1 
1 c .... ..> 2 cl.:, ~ ..... ...-. -l c 2... ~ ... ~ ..::,. 
--2 --lp2-c2D(-r)J ---o. (r).lp1-c1D(r)J---O(-r).lp2-c2u(-r)J+t •2 1 •2 
1 ~ 2 c1 ...:> ~ > 2~ ~ 2 1 -> 2 c2 ~ .... ~ = 2a1Pl - •1P1-D(r) + c1 D(r) + 2m2P2 - •2P2•D(-r) + 
2 ... ~ 2 
c2 D(-r) + + 
1 ~ ~~ 2 1 .... "'I 2 = 2• 1 lp1-c1D(r)J + 2• 2cp 2-c2o<-r>J + + (6.29) 
We note at this point that the Haailtonian has the 
saae fora like a Hamiltonian for the interaction between 
tvo electrically charged particles. 
This Haailtonian is also the same one at which D. 
Zvanzinger l8,9J arrived "by trial and error" in his papers 
on aonopole dynaaics. 
We will now replace all abbreviations by their 
original aeaning and write down the Ha•iltonlan explicitly: 
1 .) 1 * ~ ~ ~ 2 
H = 2•1lp1-c<e192h +91e2h>D<r2-r1>J + 
(6.30) 
1-'"1 * ~...) ~ 2 * 1 
----2 lp2--<e291h +q2e1h)D(r1-r2>J + <e1e2h+g192h >~,--- I •2 c ri-r2 
or using the potentials: 
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1 .... 1 ~. ~ ~ 1 ~..) ~ 2 
H = 2a1 lp1-;e1A2 <r1-r2>-C91A2<r1-r2>J + (6.31) 
1 .> 1 ~ * ~ ~ 1 ..::.- ~ " 2 
2• 2
lP2-ce2A1 <r2-r1>-C92A2<r 2-r1 >1 + t 
In the next section we will calculate the equations of 
aotlon from the Haailtonian. 
(E) THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FROM THE HAMILTONIAN 
We will now calculate the equations of aotlon usinq 
the Haailtonian fro• above. For brevity we will use all 
abbreviations, which were introduced previously: 
1 ..l -~~ 2 1 ~ ...:_,, ~ 2 
H = ~2 lp1-c1D(r)J + ~2 lp2-c2D(-r)J + t (6.29) •1 •2 
The equations of aotion are calculated in the usual 
aanner: 
d...l BH 




dtPi = - BH ai51 






...:. = v1 . ' 
d..:i. 
dt 1 2 = 
~ .::. ...::::. 
P2-c2D(-r) 
•2 
The equations for the canonical aoaenta: 
(6.32) 
~ = v2 
c ~.::. c ...::. ~ 
d..\ 1 a D < r > ..::. _::.. -~ 2 a D < -r > ~ ..=.. ..:i. at 





c1 ao(r) ~ .> ~ c2 80(-r) ....\ ~ ..;. 8& 
- - lp1-c1D(r)J - - ·~ lp2-c2D(-r)J + ~ 
•1 •r2 •2 1r2 •r2 
(6.33) are the Haailton equations of aotlon for the 
two dyon systea. If we insert (6.11) into (6.33), replace 
the canonical •oaenta with the expression containinq the 
kinetic aomenta and use the fact that c2 = -c1 then we get: 
...:> ..:::. .:::. j 
+ !.t d -.) ~ dD( r) ao<r> ~ ~ dt Pl = •1a1 + c1 dt • c1 at (v1-v2> ar 
~ .~ .::. .; 
d ~ ~ dD(r) BD ( r) -~ :;, -a dt P2 = •2a2 - c1 dt • -c1 at <v1-v2> 
We aove the teras with the ti•e derivative of the 
generic vector potential over to the right hand side of the 




._). ~ r 1-r 2 
= c1<v1-v2>x-> ~ 3 
lr1-r2I _, ~ 
-" --> ~ ri-r2 




- CJ ' -' 3 
lr1-r2I - __,._ r1-r2 
+ CJ ~ --"'" 3 
lr1-r2I 
These equations are of course the saae as the 
equations which we derived froa the Lagrangian. 
(fJ) SUMMARY 
(6.23) 
In this chapter we arrived at a Lagrangian for a 
systea of dyons. In doing this our aaln guidelines were to 
change the existi™J Lagrangian foraallsa as little as 
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possible and to treat the electric and aa9netic charges as 
equally as possible. We therefore introduced the new 
concept of a vector potential to describe the electric 
field of the electric charges. This vector potential was of 
the saae fora as the vector potential for the aagnetlc 
field of a monopole and therefore singular along a string. 
The vector potential for the electric charge, however dld 
not replace the scalar potential for the saae field. The 
vector potential was only used for the interaction teras 
with the magnetic charge. The scalar potential was used for 
the interaction between the electric charqes of the 
particles. Conversely a scalar potential for the 
interaction between the magnetic charges and a singular 
vector potential for the interaction between aagnetic and 
electr le charge was introduced. Thus ·the electr le 
(aagnetic) field of the electric (magnetic) charge is 
represented twice ln the Lagrangian which was subsequently 
put together. Froa this Lagrangian we derived equations of 
aotlon which were found to be identical to the ones derived 
fro• the aore basic Lorentz-force approach for the same 
problea. Thus the Lagrangian was justified. 
In the process of deriving the Lagrangian we found a 
* physical arguaent for the equality between k and k ; we had 
to assuae this in order to avoid center of aass 
acceleration in the two dyon systea. 
Fro• the Lagrangian we derived the Haalltonian via 
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Legendre transforaation. We found the fora of the 
Haailtonian siailar to the fora of a Hamiltonian for a 
systea of two particles with only electric charges. It was 
also the saae one which D. Zwanzinger 18,91 assuaed for a 
systea of two dyons. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE RESULTS OF THIS PAPER 
1.) In chapter (IV) we showed that the first set of 
equations can be obtained from the symmetrized set of 
equations using a duality transformation. We discovered 
that we do not have to impose any constraints on the 
* relation between k and k at this point. 
However, if the equation of motion is to be recovered 
* in the correct form we have to require that k = k • 
The duality transformation is only possible if one 
assumes a constant ratio of magnetic to electric charge for 
all matter. If particles exist, for which that ratio 
differs from that constant ("true" magnetic monopoles) then 
a duality rotation to recover the asymetric shape of the 
field equations and the Lorentz force equatiorl')ls no longer 
* possible regardless if k is equal to k or not. Thus we 
cannot draw any information about the relation between k 
* and k from duality transformation arguments. However, in 
chapter (VI) we discovered that we have to require that 
* k=k in order to avoid center of mass acceleration in a two 
dyon system. 
2.) In chapter (VI) we showed that a non-relativistic 
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Lagrangian (and Haailtonian) for a syste• of tvo dyons can 
be found auch in the saae way as one constructs a 
Lagrangian for particles which carry electric charges only. 
We proved the validity of this Lagrangian by deriving the 
equations of aotion froa it. Those equations were shown to 
be the saae as Lorentz equations for the saae systea. 
In the Lagrangian ve are using scalar and vector 
~ .~ 
potenials to describe the E and B fields of both the 
electric as well as the aagnetic charges. Scalar potentials 
were used to describe the interaction between charges of 
the saae type; vector potentials were used to describe the 
interactions between charges of different type. We want to 
point out that a vector potential was used to describe the 
electric field of an electron, this vector potential is of 
the saae singular form as the vector potential for the 
aagnetic field of a aagnetic aonopole. We also notice that 
in this Lagrangian the electric field of the electron and 
the aagnetic field of the aonopole are represented in two 
different ways once by a scalar potential, once by a vector 
potential, depending on what type of charge the particle is 
interacting with. 
Both types of charges are treated equally in this 
Lagrangian. 
3.) In deriving the equations of aotion fro• the 
Lagrangian we discovered that we have to use vector 
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potentials which are even functions (invariant under space 
reflection). This is significant for the charge 
quantization condition, which according to P. G. H. Sandars 
[101 and J. Schwinger [111 has to be modified in the 
following way if one uses an even vector potential: 
~ = n ; n integer 
he 
The Lagrangian does not produce the correct equations 
of motion if one uses a vector potential of the form: 




although the curl of this vector potential is equal to 
~ ~ 3 ~ 
r/(lrl ) and therefore yields the correct B-field. 
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SOME PROPERTIES OF THE VECTOR POTENTIAL D(r) 
In this appendix we will prove some of the statements 
~· 
that were made about the generic vector potential D(r). All 
of the following calculations are done in cartesian 
.~ • .:. ..::. .:> 
coordinates (r =xi + yj + zk), the string is chosen to be 
a 10 n g the z - ax i s r~ 
~ 
= k). The vector potential 
~~ 
D(r) = 
J .. ..,) ,l 
(rxn)r.n 
2 ~ ..> 2 
r[r -(r.n) 1 
is: 
First we calculate the cross and the dot products 
separately: 
-~ ""' j, 
... ::> I 
i j k 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ .... rxn = det x y z = (yi - Xj) . r.n = z I 
0 0 1 
With those expressions the vector potential can be 
written in this form: 
.;) ~ 
curl D(r) = det 
__,.. -l yz ·? xz ~ 
D(r) = 2 2 l - 2 2 k 
r(x +y ) r(x +y ) 
J ....). 3 
















ao ... ao -lo ao ao ...) 
= [ - __y_i + -2ij + ( __y - -2i) k az az ax ay 
We calculate the derivatives separately: 
aox 
az 
2 2 2 2 2 -1 
- XI(X +y ) - z x(x +y )r 
- r2(x2+y2)2 
2 2 _ x(r -z ) 
- r3(x2+y2) 




The derivative of -Dy with respect to z is formally 
the same as above if ve replace x with y: 
ao 





2 2 2 2 -1 zr(x +y ) - [x(x +y )r + 2xrlxz 
r2(x2+y2)2 




2 2 2 2 -1 zr(x +y ) - [y(x +y )r + 2yr]yz 
r2(x2+ y2)2 
..., 













2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 _ -2zr Cx +y )+[(x +y )+2r Jx z+[(x +y )+2r Jy z 
- r3(x2+y2)2 · 





...) 3 = z/ ( Ir I ) A. 7 
.~ ~ ...) ~ 3 
Therefore curl D(r) = r/( lrl ) everywhere in space 
except on the string. 
~ ~ 
(b) D(r) is an even function (invariant under space 
inversion) 
Let ~ be an arbitrary vector in space which can not be 
J ~ 
written as v = en for any real number c. Then: 
..::. ~ 
D(-v) = 
...:. ...i.. ...) .;::. 
( -vxn) ( -v) . n 
2 ~ ~ 2 
v [ v - ( -v. n ) 1 
= 
..J ...:i ..:l. .'.) 
(vxn)v.n 
2 . .:. ....) 2 
v[v -(v.n) 1 
~...) 
= D(v) 
Use of this statement was made in the form 6ct1-t2> = 
DC£2-t1) in equation (6.15). This relation was also used 
~ 





_:.~ ~ '\ ~ . .l..) 
ao(r1-r2> ao(:) ar - ao(r) 
ar 1 = at at1 - iif 
..:> ~ ~ a~(- ~ > j ~ ao(r2-r1) D r1-r2 8D(r) 
ar-1 = a~\ = a-r 
..;._.. .... ) ~ _,.~ 
8D(r1-r2 ao(t) ar __ 8D(r) 
a~2 = a"r at2 - ar 
' _,, ~ 
ab(r2-r1) 
at2 
..> ~ ..::> 
8D(r1-r2> 




~ , ~ a ~ ~ dD 
( c ) ·v: x cur 1 D = a r ( v . D ) - d t 
The proof for this statement is given in Goldstein 
(121 for the case of a regular vector potential (one 
created by an electric current). The proof for the singular 
...:> 
vector potentials D is essentially the same. 
.... ~ 












ao ao ao ao 
- v __y + v ~-z - v ~ -v ~ - Yjx zax Yay zaz 
We now add and subtract the term vx(aDx/ax): 
ao ao ao ao ao ao 
= Vxaxx +Vy~+ vzaxz - Vxaxx - vYayx - Vzazx 
We recognize the last three terms as the total time 
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> ~ 
derivative of D (D has no explicit time dependence in our 
case). The first three terms can be written as the x-
.~ ~ ~ 
derivative of the dot product between v and D, since D does 
~ 
not depend on v. 
dDX =_!_.>..:> 




= ~ ~ -1 dD 
c3y(v.D) _ _y_ 
dt 
and: 
~ -\ a .~ j, 
(vxcurlD)z = az(v.D) 
dDZ 
-·dt 
or in vector notation: 
...) ~ a ~ .:> 




The proof in Goldstein also allows for the possibility 
that D possesses a explicit time dependence . 
...1 ..> 
(d) div grad D(r) = O 
Calculating div gradD explicitly would involve the 
calculation of at least twelve partial derivatives. This is 
a very tedious calculation. We will use a trick to avoid 
it: 
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~ ~ ~ 
curl{curlD} = - div gradD + grad (divD) 
or: 
> ~ ~ 
div grad D = - curl{curlD} + grad (divD) 
From the gauge relations (4.6) and (4.15) we see that 
the divergence of the vector potentials Am and Ae must 
vanish since ve are assuming that the time derivatives of 
•m and •e are zero. Therefore the divergence of D must be 
zero, too. 
~ ..J 
div grad D = - curl{curlD} 
~ .~ 3 
= - curl{r/(lrl) 
~ -1 = curl{gradlrl ) 
= 0 
